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• Learn why having a detailed business (financial) plan for an 
estate planning and administration practice is critically 
important

• Learn why adopting certain technologies now will increase 
profitability and why not adopting them will mean lost 
business and lower profitability

• Learn why and how you need to change your website

• Learn why billing practices must change

• Learn how to compete with Internet providers such as 
LegalZoom and Out Sourcers

Learning Objectives
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 Scope of Topic

 “The farther back you can look, the 
farther forward you are likely to 
see.”   Winston Churchill

 “Nothing Stays the Same.” 
Blattmachr

 Time to Double Knowledge and 
Accelerating Returns: 100 years in 
1900; 25 years at the end of WWII; 
Now?

Preparing Your Practice for the Future: 
Technological & Other Changes
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 “A central mechanism of aging identified – and it might be reversible”

 http://www.gizmag.com/central-aging-mechanism-
reversible/37340/?utm_source=Gizmag+Subscribers&utm_campaign=abaca1db3a-UA-
2235360-4&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-abaca1db3a-91908793

 Research into the underlying causes of a genetic disorder that causes premature aging 
and death has revealed a key driver of aging in all people. Better yet, this mechanism is 
reversible – and with it, perhaps, scientists may be able to slow or reverse the aging 
process.

 People with Werner syndrome age faster than normal because of a genetic mutation that 
disrupts normal DNA cell processes. It affects around one in every 200,000 people in the 
United States, with sufferers plagued by early-onset age-related diseases, such as cancer, 
cataracts, type 2 diabetes, osteoporosis, skin ulcers, and more.

 It was previously known Werner syndrome is caused by a mutation to the Werner syndrome 
RecQ helicase-like gene (WRN for short), and that the normal form of the protein is 
responsible for maintaining the structure and integrity of a person's DNA. However, it was 
unclear how this happened.

 Scientists at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, who worked in collaboration with 
researchers at the Chinese Academy of Science, now have a possible answer.

4

Anticipated Great Extension of Longevity
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**Naked mole rats defy the biological law of aging**
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 The Case for Long Term Planning for an Estate Planning 
Practice

 “If you don’t like change, you’re  going to like 
irrelevance even less.” - General Eric Shinseki

 Changes in Areas of Practice: Hot to Not; Not to Hot

 Anti-Trust, Automobile Accidents, FAA, ICC…Estate 
Tax Planning

 Equitable Distribution, Intellectual Property, Sexual 
Harassment, Americans with Disabilities, Elderlaw

Should You Plan Beyond Next Month 
and Next Year?

6
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 Simple Wills vs. Revocable Trusts

 Estate Tax Reduction: ILITs; Preferred Freezes; Interest 
Free Loans (AFR Loans); GRITs; GRATs; QPRTs; FLPs; 
Installments sales to Grantor Trusts; Split-Dollar 
Insurance; Probate Litigation—Pre-Mortem Probate

 State Death Tax Systems

 Searching for Basis in Estate Planning

 Reduction in Rates; Increases in Exemptions; Portability

 Equitable Distribution, Intellectual Property, Sexual 
Harassment, Americans with Disabilities, Elder Law

Why Estate Planner Need to Plan Beyond 
Next Month and Next Year
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 Gross Revenue Minus Expenses = Profits

 True for All Businesses Including Law, Accounting and 
All Other Financial Services Firms

My Great Epiphanies: 
 Negotiable instruments

 Term insurance 

 The Cost of Legal and Accounting Services Is 
Determined by Supply and Demand

Estate Planning Practices As a Business

8
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 Accelerated Increase in Laws and Regulations: Federal, State and 
Local: The Legend of Chevron

 Globalization

 Increased Litigation

Increased Attorney /Accounting Advertising: 

Two Kinds: 
One-on-One and Double Effect Traditional Advertising

Why Has the Demand for Legal and Accounting 
Services Increased?

9
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 Changes in Demographics (Age, Nationality, Education)

 Changes in Wealth and Income

 Changes in Science (Genetics, Biological, Information)…a Cure for 
Cancer Anyone? A Posthumously Conceived Descendant?  Part 
Android? Protecting the Finances of the Client—No Gifts?

What Other Factors Cause a Change in 
Demand for Legal/Accounting Services?
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 Greater Consumerism: Goldfarb v. Virginia Bar Assn; Bates v. Arizona 
Bar Assn

 Greater Paternalism

 It’s All About the Money: Greater Consumerism

 What Change in the Law Means for Lawyers and CPAs: More and 
Different Work

What Has Driven Recent Changes 
in the Law?
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 Document Preparation

 Tax Return and Other Report Preparation

 Written Communication

 Voice Communication

 Calendaring Events and Appointments

 Legal and Factual Research and Law Libraries

 Word Search Capability

 Computer trading (investment return is key to estate 
planning)

Changes to the Legal Profession 
Caused by Technology

12
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 Driverless Vehicles

 Robo Investing

 Computer trading (investment return is key to estate 
planning)

 Lawyers: "Will newbie associates be replaced by 
Watson? 35% of law firm leaders can envision it" ABA 
Journal (October 26, 2015)

Changes Resulting in Lost Jobs

13
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 Calculations: Number Cruncher, Tiger 
Tables, Brent Mark

 Conference Calls In Lieu of In Person 
Meetings

 Education/Learning: Leimberg LISI; 
Email Alerts (Even from Competitors); 
Webinars

 Billing Practices

 Litigation and Dispute Resolution

 Information Explosion (The American 
Lawyer)

Changes to the Legal Profession 
Caused by Technology (cont’d)

14
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Technology Has Eroded of the 
“Monopoly” of Lawyers

15

A Conclusion
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 And It Is Coming Almost Instantly…

 Legally, only lawyers can render legal services…but what is a legal service?

 Advice about taxes? Accountants (even non-CPAs) do it everyday

 Advice about estate planning? Banks and insurance agents do it 
everyday

 Advice about property ownership? Title companies do it everyday

 Legal consequences of actions? Like divorce? Non-legal clinics do it 
everyday

 Advice about pension plans? Insurance companies and banks do it 
everyday

16

But There Is More…Much More 
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 Technology Reduces the Cost of Rendering Legal 
Services

 More Information Produces More “Informed” Clients 
(Youtube: Revocable Trust; GRAT; Life Insurance 
Trust; QPRT)

 Result: A Different Evolution of Legal Services

A Few Words about Richard Susskind’s 
The End of Lawyers?

17

Tailored Standardized Systematized Packaged Commoditized
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 “[I]t is instructive to unpack the notion of legal 
expertise….many lawyers exaggerate the extent to which their 
performance depend on deep expertise.*** We should subject 
it to scrutiny and analysis…knowledge is being paraded as 
expertise and yet analysis shows it to be capable of being 
reduced to routine tasks in whole or part….

 “Lawyers often overstate the extent to which the content of 
their work is creative, strategic, and novel.*** If [Thomas] 
Edison allowed that [only one percent] of his work was 
inspiration, I wonder about the possibility of lawyers’ claims 
that most corporate work (to take an example) involves a 
higher level of creativity.

18

More on The End of Lawyers? 
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 “[O]n analysis, many tax problems can be reduced, 
effectively, to a large decision tree of a structured body of 
rules, so that a computer system would be especially well 
suited to solving what otherwise might seem to be an 
insoluble challenge for the non-expert.”

 Decomposition (breakdown into components) and Multi-
Sourcing: The Legal Assembly Line: Humans and 
Computers

More on The End of Lawyers? (cont’d)
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“Applications of technology that challenge the old ways 
and, in so doing, bring great cost savings and new 

imaginative ways of managing risk.”

Things Happening now…

 Automated document assembly 

 Relentless connectivity

 Electronic legal marketplace: Buy, Auction, Explore, 
Review, Ebay 

 E-learning

Disruptive Legal Technologies

20
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• Legal open-sourcing—a “Legal” 
Wikipedia. 

• Closed legal communities—ACTEC 
Listserve or Selected Firms

• Embedded legal knowledge (WTP)

• Outsourcing to “other” humans

• Workflow and project management. 
Automated checklist and 
automatically prepared

21

Disruptive Legal Technologies (cont’d)
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Action
Responsible 

Party1 Target Date Completed

Creation and Funding of Marital Trust:

1. Execution of Trust Agreement by John Smith, as Grantor, John 
Smith, as Investment Trustee, Jack Jones, as Independent 
Trustee, and Alaska Trust Company, as Administrative Trustee 
(the “Marital Trust”).

MTHM, JS, JJ
and ATC

Third week in 
June

Yes

2. Trustees of the Marital Trust open Bank/Brokerage Account and 
fund the Trust in an amount necessary to meet administration 
expenses, i.e., approximately $50,000.

JS and JJ Third week in 
November

Account 
opened

Example of Workflow & Project Management

22

Wanda Lucky Descendants’ Trust

CLOSING CHECKLIST

Purchase of 99.99% Limited Partnership Interest in Smith Holdings I LP
by the Trustees of Smith Descendants’ Trust from the Trustees of

John Smith Marital Trust

Note:
1.  Responsible Party generally means the person who must sign certain documents. We appreciate that John 
Smith and Wanda Lucky likely will be the persons who will ensure many of the steps will be taken.
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Action
Responsible 

Party1 Target Date Completed

28 Prior to April 15, 2008, a gift tax return must be filed for David 
showing the initial contributions to the Management Trust, the 
Marital Trust and the Descendants’ Trust, making a QTIP 
election for the contributions to the Marital Trust, and allocating 
David and Mary Smith’s GST Exemption to the initial transfer 
to the Descendants’ Trust.3

JJ, JS and MS Confirm 
dates 

contributions 
were made

29 Interest on Promissory Notes to be paid annually on the 
anniversary of the date of the Promissory Note with principal 
payable on the maturation date. We will prepare a payment 
schedule.

JS and JJ No

Example of Workflow and Project Management (cont’d)

23

Key

ATC = Alaska Trust Company

JJ = Jack Jones

JS = John Smith

MS = Mary Smith

MTHM = Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP

WL = Wanda Lucky

Note:
3. The gift to the Descendants’ Trust may be “split” with Mary. The gift to the Marital Trust may not be split 
but there should be no gift tax due with respect to the gifts to those trusts.
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 Banks

 Insurance companies

 Investment advisors

 Foreign Accounting Firms

 Deloitte Law Firm

 Foreign law firms

 Other commercial organizations that employ 
legally trained salaried personnel

*What Constitutes the Practice of Law?

The Competition*: Advice Providers

24
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The Competition: Document Providers

25

 Legal Zoom

 Rocket Lawyer

 LDAs

 Outsourcing to Foreign Countries

 One Hundred Dollar Wills and Trusts?
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 “Washington State’s (and the nation's) first limited license legal 
technicians have been designated. *** These non-lawyers are 
licensed by the state to provide legal advice and assistance to 
clients in certain areas of law without the supervision of a 
lawyer.” ABA (January 2015 and December 8, 2017)

 LEGALZOOM.COM, INC., Plaintiff, v. NORTH CAROLINA 
STATE BAR  (Middle District, NC): Relief Sought: Finding of 
“violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act“” ***  “The 
Defendants’ unreasonable anticompetitive and monopolistic 
conduct … has caused LegalZoom substantial economic harm. 
The Defendants’ illegal conduct has prevented LegalZoom from 
selling popular and successful prepaid legal services plans in 
North Carolina, prevented North Carolina attorneys from 
providing legal services through LegalZoom’s plans and deprived 
North Carolina consumers of low-cost, efficient legal services.” 

26

Other Challenges to Lawyers' Monopoly on Advice
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Walmart shoppers in Canada can now 
get $99 wills
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Tech heavyweight sends legal work to outsourcing company

 Microsoft has entered into an agreement with legal outsourcing provider 
CPA Global to offshore legal work to lawyers in India.

 The technology giant began a pilot scheme with CPA in October and 
formally rolled it out at the end of 2009. A team of between three and 
five qualified lawyers at CPA are handling multi-jurisdictional legal 
support work, including legal research, for Microsoft. The lawyers are 
based in CPA’s offices in Gurgaon, near Delhi.

 Microsoft has been outsourcing basic intellectual property (IP) and 
patent renewal work to CPA for five years, using a team of around 70 
CPA staff. However, the new arrangement for general legal work 
operates separately.

Microsoft Outsources Legal Work to 
India with CPA Global Deal 

28
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 Determine If the Law Firm Is Willing to Undertake 
Planning for Future Practice

 Determine What Goals the Firm Has for Its Practice

 Determine Whether the Practice Can Achieve the Goals 
Sought—Consider Advertising

 Necessity of Keeping Vigilant of Changes in the Firm’s 
Legal Marketplace—Both Type of Services Demanded 
and the Market That Wants Them

 Necessity of Keeping Vigilant About Marketing 
Opportunities—Consider Advertising

 Ensure Consistent and Up to Date Education

What Should You Do to Prepare for 
the Future of Your Practice?

29
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 Development of a LegalWikipedia 

 In person meetings will diminish and be substituted by 
video and then virtual meetings (3D TV Screens  or 
Holograms)

 The need for office space will diminish (virtual offices)

 Multiple Disciplinary Practice Will Arrive in the US 
(Is Your Firm Ready?)

Blattmachr’s Ten Year Predictions

30
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 Lawyer interactive websites

 Use of artificial intelligence in making legal decisions including 
cognitive reasoning which is occurring now (“Law Firm Baker 
Hostetler Hires A 'Digital Attorney' Named ROSS,” Forbes 
(5/17/16)

 “AI will not replace lawyers. However, lawyers who do not leverage 
the power of AI may well be replaced by those who successfully 
harness the benefits of [AI].” The Role of Artificial Intelligence in 
Legal Operations.  Legaltechnews (3/29/18)

 “Four out of five executives agree within the next two years, AI will 
work next to humans in their organizations, as a co-worker, 
collaborator and trusted advisor.” – Accenture

 “The legal profession as we’ve known it is doomed, and lawyer 
must adapt—or face extinction.” Harvard Law Bulletin (Fall 2015)

Blattmachr’s Ten Year Predictions

31
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 Who Is Watson?  Computer/Human Interaction—All 
Time Jeopardy Champ: Answer: “It’s elementary, my 
dear contestant, that it is a hat.”  What is the question?

 October 5, 2010 The New York Times “The Machine that 
Teaches Itself: Smarter Than You Think.”

 March 5, 2011 The New York Times “Armies of Lawyers 
Replaced by Computer Software.”

 More Chess Moves than Stars in the Universe…So If AI 
Can Win at Chess, Why Can’t It Win at Law?

 “2 Billion Jobs to Disappear by 2030,” 2/6/12 
(www.Kurzweilai.net):  Power, Education, Automobile, 
Manufacturing

32

Blattmachr’s Ten Year Predictions (cont’d)
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 “Ever since a study by the University of Oxford 
predicted that 47 percent of U.S. jobs are at risk of 
being replaced by robots and artificial intelligence 
over the next fifteen to twenty years, I haven’t been 
able to stop thinking about the future of work,” 
Andrés Oppenheimer writes, in “The Robots Are 
Coming: The Future of Jobs in the Age of 
Automation” (Vintage). No one is safe. Chapter 4: 
“They’re Coming for Bankers!” Chapter 5: “They’re 
Coming for Lawyers!” They’re attacking hospitals: 
“They’re Coming for Doctors!” They’re headed to 
Hollywood: “They’re Coming for Entertainers!”

33

Blattmachr’s Ten Year Predictions (cont’d)
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“, ‘Any sufficiently advanced technology is 
indistinguishable from magic.’ Yet, humanity may 
be on the verge of something much greater, a 
technology so revolutionary that it would be 
indistinguishable not merely from magic, but from 
an omnipresent force, a deity here on Earth. It’s 
known as artificial super-intelligence (‘ASI’), and, 
although it may be hard to imaThe science fiction 
writer Arthur Clarke famously wrotegine, many 
experts believe it could become a reality within 
our lifetimes.” Bryk, Harvard Science Review, 2015

34

Very Scary: Artificial Superintelligence
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 Automatic not automated document 
preparation based upon client situation and 
tolerances, cost, etc.

 Automatic review of documents (no more proof 
reading) with, perhaps, short summary for 
lawyer to glance at

 There are more possible games of chess than 
atoms in the universe (10 120 ). And for the game 
Go, there are 10 760 possible games.  AI (Deep 
Blue/Watson) has beaten the best humans in 
these games. Can it read documents? Make 
legal judgments? 

Blattmachr’s Ten Year Predictions
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DRAFTING PREFERENCES
Matter Drafting Preferences

IMPORTANT: Preferences checked on this screen will be used to select default answers in document interviews where appropriate. These answers 
may be changed as desired when preparing a particular document.

CHECK to review preferences for 
this MATTER as applied to this 
Revocable Trust and all future 
documents created for this matter. 

(X) Yes ( ) No 

DRAFTING TIP: Changes made here will affect ONLY documents for this Matter. Default preferences must be changed by clicking the Preferences 
button, clicking on Review Drafting Preferences, and selecting the Firm Preferences dialog in the interview tree.

Document Preferences

DRAFTING TIP: Shown below are your DOCUMENT preferences. The preferences are based on your FIRM preferences in effect when you opened this 
matter. You can change any answer here FOR THIS MATTER ONLY. Changes made on this dialog affect all documents for this matter, but will NOT 
affect or change your FIRM preferences. Furthermore, if you changed your FIRM preferences after this matter was created, those changes will NOT be 
reflected here. Some preferences may NOT be relevant to the particular document you are drafting and will not affect the resulting document.

Customization Options

Include custom element template 
in documents 

( ) Yes (X) No 

Drafting Options

Document Defaults

Include cover page and table of 
contents (MS Word only) 

(X) Yes ( ) No 

FOOTERS: These expanded footers include the document title, firm name, page number and (in Wills) line for Signer's initials (not supported in 
WordPerfect).

Include expanded footer in Trusts ( ) Yes (X) No 

36
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Begin articles on separate pages (Wills 
and Agreements) 

( ) Yes (X) No 

Recite domicile ( ) Yes (X) No 

Attach a Practitioner Action Checklist ( ) Yes (X) No 

Prepare Executive Summary ( ) Yes (X) No 

Draft this Revocable Trust in 1st 
person 

( ) Yes (X) No 

Use gender-neutral term "spouse" in 
Wills/Trusts 

( ) Yes (X) No 

Default county (e.g. Hamilton County) (X) Hamilton County 

Default State (X) IL - Illinois 

Default Corporate Fiduciary (X) Chase Bank 
Execution Preferences

Notary seal (the word “SEAL” 
appears in acknowledgement on this 
Revocable Trust) 

( ) Yes (X) No 

Witness(es) on Trust Agreements ( ) Yes (X) No 

Preferred Terms

For Trust Creator(s) (X) Grantor 

For Trust Agreements (X) Trust Agreement 

For Executor(s) (X) Executor 

For making distributions to 
descendants 

(X) Per stirpes 

For a Bypass Trust (X) Signer's Last Name Family Trust 

For a disabled person (X) Incapacitated 

Refer to Trustee(s) collectively in the (X) singular 

Refer to Executor(s) collectively in the (X) singular 

For Discretionary Distributions (X) may, but shall not be required to 
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Mr. Cunningham to make 
gifts of (Check all that 
apply) 

[X] Tangible Personal Property 

Debts And Expenses (Check All That Apply)

Trustee to reimburse 
Executor for debts/expense 
shortfall 

(  ) Yes  (X) No 

Authorize direct payments 
of debts and expenses by 
Trustee if no Executor 
serving 

(X) Yes  (  ) No 

Authorize payment of 
funeral expenses (even 
beyond state law limits) 

(X) Yes  (  ) No 

TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY GIFTS

TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY

Include a separate memo 
for tangible personal 
property 

(  ) Yes  (X) No 

Estate will pay shipping 
expenses for gifts 

(X) Yes  (  ) No 

Include general gift of 
tangible personal property 

(X) Yes  (  ) No 

Select pattern of general 
gift 

(X) To Wife or Descendants 

Tangible Personal Property 
also includes (select all that 
apply) 

[X] Art 

[X] Private Clubs 

Gift Of Pets

Create pet trust (  ) Yes  (X) No 

38
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From being an expert (knowing 
more and more about less and less 
until you know everything about 
nothing) to being a generalist where 
computers provide you with 
assistance

39

What Inevitably Will Happen…
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 “NextLaw Labs is focused on one business vertical—
the legal profession * * * Finding new technologies 
to reinvent the legal profession and reshape how 
business is conducted is what NextLaw Labs is all 
about.”

 NextLaw Labs is seeking startups, entrepreneurs, 
venture capitalists and established vendors to join 
its ecosystem to work together to build and bring to 
market new products and services, whether through 
direct investments in existing companies or by 
building a new suite of services within NextLaw 
Labs.

40

Dentons Rolls Out NextLaw Labs to Develop 
New Technologies
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U.S. Civilian noninstitutional population (thousands)
16 years and over (not seasonally adjusted)

Source: US Department of Labor,  Bureau of Labor Statistics

Job Displacement: Are we approaching “Peak Labor”?

U.S. Civilian Labor Force Level (thousands)
16 years and over (not seasonally adjusted)

Approach of peak labor

At some point, the number of job lost due to technology and 
automation will exceed those that are being created.

We are likely very close to that point.
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 But the reality of job displacement is probably more stark.

 If an ASI is smarter, faster and more capable of human, it can
do any job that a human can.

 Yet, ASI holds amazing promise to advance many fields.

42

Job Displacement Today
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 Early Thinkers

 1948: Jurimetrics (Loevinger, Minnesota Law Review)

 1958: Automation in the Legal World (Mehl, Mechanisation of Thought Processes)

 1970: Some Speculation about Artificial Intelligence and Legal Reasoning 
(Buchanan, Stanford Law Review)

 Sources of Legal Industry Job Erosion

 Administrative Support

 Litigation Support

 The Lawbots

 Legal Research

 Legal Strategy

43

Impact to the Legal Profession
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 Administrative Support

 Calendars

 Case Management

 Document Management

 Dictation (nuance, voiceautomated…)

 Translation (viadelivers…)

 Litigation Support

 e-Discovery (LexisNexis, KPMG, IProTech…)

44

Legal Profession Job Erosion: Support (Today)

(LexisNexis, Juralaw, Infocom, Mycase, Airdesklegal…)
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 Lawbots (Self-Help AIs)

 Founding Documents

 Incorporation (RocketLawyer…)

 Bylaws, Actions (Wilmerhale…)

 Intellectual Property

 Confidentiality Documents (Docracy…)

 Patent Search (Google Patents…)

 Copyrights (TrademarkEngine…)

 Trademarks (TrademarkNow…)

 Patents (LegalZoom…)

 Compliance

 Taxes (Turbotax…)

 Visas (Visabot…)

 DMCA (LegalRobot…)

 Agreements

 Contracts (Docracy…)

 Privacy (FreePrivacyPolicy…)

 Trusts (InteractiveLegal…)

45

Legal Profession Job Erosion: The Lawbots (Self-Help)
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 Document Search

 Legal Research (RossIntelligence…)

 Document Understanding

 Contract Analysis (LegalRobot, eBrevia, Beagle…)

 Read, Interpret, Extract Document Content (iManage…)

 Temporal Document Analysis (NexLP…)

 Legal Strategy

 Predict Case Outcomes (CaseCrunch…)

 Predict Winning Combinations of Cases, Lawyers and 
Judges (Premonition…)

46

Legal Profession Job Erosion: Legal Research (Today)
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Artificial intelligence (AI) software outperforms lawyers 
(without subject matter expertise) in matchup (ABA Journal)

 Even AI tightens the noose around lawyers’ 
“expertise”.  Imagine what ASI will do.

During the last week of October [2017], legal 
technology company CaseCrunch held an AI-versus-

lawyer competition, and the machine came out on top.

The competition pitted over 100 attorneys from firms 
like DLA Piper and Allen & Overy against 

CaseCruncher Alpha to predict outcomes of just under 
800 real, historic insurance misselling claims. The goal 
was to correctly determine if the claim would succeed 

or not.

According to CaseCrunch’s website, the software 
predicted outcomes with almost 87 percent accuracy, 

while the lawyers were 62 percent correct.
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 Artificial Superintelligence’s Impact on the Law

 Will erode from the bottom, from least skilled 
toward most skilled

 An extension of the erosion which has already begun

 First replacing admins…

 … next litigation support…

 … next paralegals…

 … next associates…

 Leading to a complete case assistant, integrating all 
of the above functions

 Plus strategy more accurate than a person

 All functions except human interactions (meetings, 
depositions, courtroom…)

 Eventually some human interactions will be taken over

48

Legal Profession Job Erosion: Artificial Superintelligence
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 Defensive Actions

 Differentiate instead of expanding

 Stay in front

 Be more efficient by adopting new technologies in support of the above

 Stay current

 e.g. International Association for Artificial Intelligence and Law
http://www.iaail.org, JURIX Conference 30th year

 Research: e.g. Springer Journal, Artificial Intelligence and Law (ISSN 0924-8463)

49

Legal Profession Job Erosion: Defense
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 The first operating artificial superintelligence is driven to solve problems by using data 
that is limited to the financial markets. But what if it wasn’t?

 An artificial superintelligence can operate on any data from any field, meaning that it is 
flexible and capable of performing many jobs.

 The resulting stress that artificial superintelligence will place on society will be 
unprecedented.

 Job displacement will be among the first effects felt.

 Some think 25% of jobs could be lost by 2025 [Boston Consulting Group]
and possibly 47% by 2033 [University of Oxford: Frey & Osborne]

 The implication of massive unemployment due to artificial superintelligence means 
that we must rethink the structure of society.

 Society will have to adapt and restructure quickly to survive.

50

Job Displacement Is Accelerating
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 Robot – 1961 (Physical) Manufacturing, more recently warehousing (Unimate)

 Chatbot – 1966 (Conversational) more recently Customer Service using AI, 
(Weizenbaum)

 Personal Computer – ~1974-1977 (Process) displaces actuarial, secretarial, 
bookkeeping, draftsmen (MITS, Radio Shack, Apple)

 Narrow AI – 1996 (Narrow AI) Defeats World Chess Champion (IBM Deep Blue)

 Big Data – 1997 (Pattern Recognition) Exceeds Human Ability (Glickman)

 AI – 2011   (General AI cusp) Jeopardy World Champion (IBM Watson)

 ASI – 2015  (ASI) Stock Market World Record Predictive Accuracy (J4 Capital)

51

Job Displacement From Computers and Automation

Job displacement has been happening for a long time:
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 Computers have been displacing jobs since they were invented. Their 
original purpose was to automate the process of doing calculations so that 
they could be done more quickly.

 Since the 1940’s we have created more technology jobs than the jobs that 
have been displaced, so it hasn’t been very noticeable. (e.g. actuarial, 
secretarial, bookkeeping, draftsmen, factory workers)

 Recently, big data and rudimentary artificial intelligence has changed that:  
Job displacement is accelerating.

 Warehouse operations, driverless vehicles including cars, taxis, buses and 
trucks are next.

 But artificial superintelligence is even more capable and will be vastly more 
disruptive.

52

Impact of Computers on Jobs
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William Bryk, “Artificial Superintelligence: The 
Coming Revolution,” Harvard Science Review (December 4, 
2015): 

The science fiction writer Arthur Clarke famously wrote, “Any 
sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”

Yet, humanity may be on the verge of something much greater, a 
technology so revolutionary that it would be indistinguishable 
not merely from magic, but from an omnipresent force, a deity 
here on Earth. It’s known as artificial super-intelligence (“ASI”), 
and, although it may be hard to imagine, many experts believe it 
could become a reality within our lifetimes.

Perhaps, the Great Change in Human History: 
Artificial Super Intelligence
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 Accelerating Pace of Enactment of New Laws and 
Regulations Will Prevent a Reduction in Lawyer 
“Services” by Humans (Until Computers Can Mimic 
Human Thought)  

 Greater Government Regulation of Industry, 
Relationships and Lawyers

 The Demand for Legal Services Is Essentially Unlimited 

 However, the Delivery of Legal Services Must Evolve

My Fundamental Disagreement with 
Richard Susskind
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“One should not be naïve about the ease or speed of lawyer adaptation
to the new reality. * * * But almost no matter how quickly that

occurs, consumers of legal services are likely to reward
providers who deliver services more efficiently and at low
prices.” (Emphasis added)

The Vanishing American Lawyer 
by Thomas D. Morgan
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 Focus on Income Tax Matters (It’s the “Selfish” point)—so many new 
opportunities under the 2017 Act (importance of self-settled trusts—new 
wine in old bottles)

 Focus on Business Matters (Which Entity Is Best?)

 Change in Domicile (North Carolina v. Kaestner)

 Learn More about Investing and Investment Returns (Why?)

 Emphasis Asset Protection (the Numbers Are Scary)

 Life Insurance and Annuities

 Qualified Plans/IRAs 

 Consider Estate Tax Savings:  Many Opportunities (But Its 
Secondary)

Current Ways for Estate Planners
to Get and Keep Business 
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 Develop Your Business Model—Review It Every Six Months.  Determine Where Your 
Best Profits Are From

 Consider Leverage (Paralegals Never Demand to be Partners;  Computers Never 
Need a Vacation)

 Develop an Interactive Website that Drives “Subscribers” to Your Practice—Make 
Your Website about Them Not You

 Be Prepared For and Consider Using “Outsourcing” 

 Referrals In and Out

 Develop Document Assembly and Greater Standardization in Documents and 
Practice

 Consider the Realistic Needs for Actual Office Space

 Develop Ways to Stop Defection (What Would Happen If It Happened?)

 Develop Data Sharing Deal Flow

 Consider Technology Changes All the Time: Cheaper, Faster, Better
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What to Do In the Longer Term to Prepare for 
the Future of Your Practice 


